Abstract -Via an idealizing approach, due to Gibbs, it is discussed a mathematical model of surface electrostatics in case of a technologically manipulated interface. The surface distribution of the electric potential is effectively found to be examined the role of functional nano-roughnesses.
Introduction
We propose in the present study a model covering actually a large class of heterogeneous systems. The model is applied here to electrostatics of air-crystal (or gas-crystal) material systems, which contain a separating semiconductor surface (interface). The separating folio is produced by technological annealing, resulting in functional step nano-roughnesses. As known, the importance of the surface roughnesses, consequently -of the interface electrostatics, is motivated from actual technological questions (e.g. [5] , [7] ), corresponding to the contemporary growing usage of various electronic devices. The governing technological role of the interface (for the whole compound system, of given electronic device), especially that of the relevant nano-roughness, yields the effective determination of the interface electric potential as a key problem. Note additionally the necessity to examine electrostatic interactions of the roughness segments and the surface charge density, via distributions nonlinearly depending on the electric potential. For solving the main problems we introduce below an idealized, according to Gibbs ([6] ), heterogeneous system. The Gibbs idealizing approach treats the thin transitional layers as interfaces, under a principle called the excesses one ([6] , see also [10] ). Thus, taking initially a 3D air-crystal material system, with a thin midmost transition layer, of a semiconductor matter, we come to the following Gibbs type of idealization. The full system is supposed to consist in two bulk phases -of upper (air or gas) and lower (crystal) media, and a flat semiconducting interface, with a distribution of fine technological surface roughnesses, shaped as a straight line of defects (as a compatible illustration, see Fig. 1, [4] ). Such interface structure is essentially supported by real effects, experimentally established under annealing of InP(110) samples at temperatures up to 480 K, followed by heat normalizing ( [5] , [7] ). More over, a credible visual result of [5] and [7] (see Fig.  2 , [7] ), established by scanning tunneling microscopy of the surface crystal layer, completely confirms the modelconstruction derived from the Gibbs theory. Next, having settled the Gibbs framework, we have introduced a typical 3-2- As the electric potential ( , , ) u u x y z  is the key quantity determining electrostatics, our model goals to express it for the whole vacuum-surface-crystal heterogeneous system. Due to the key role of the technological roughnesses, it is of special interest to find first of all the surface potential distribution 
The usage of potential K u in the nonlinear relations, instead of u , simplifies the technical procedures saving well enough the essence of the exact potential distribution. This is essentially supported by the asymptotic equivalence: 
Elements of modelling, surface transmission problems and integral equations.
The key tool for description of electrostatic phenomena in complex media relates to the Maxwell system (in case of dielectrics, e.g. [9] ): . For a motivation we use certain arguments from a known Fermi-Dirac distribution (e.g. [2] ) and analogies with the Boltzmann one, via the GouyChapmann theory (e.g. [8] ). Substituting now from (2.2) -(2.4) into electrostatic equations (2.1), we get, for the bulk phases: takes the form: 
